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I. Introduction

Charsles Conver said that the methodology of

design changed by computer even the concept

of design remains same1). Many changes in

design process happened after computer was
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invented2)~5). One of those big change is the

development of graphic programs such as CAD

and the other of those is the development of

textile printing system in the textile design area.

DTP(digital textile printing) or DTG(direct to

garment printing) is a process of printing on textiles
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production.
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or garments using specialized or modified inkjet

technology6). The majority of DTP printers are

driven from a computer by the use of software

known as RIP, which allows the printer to print

with larger volumes of ink and provides precise

color management6). DTP printing is applied to

the textiles directly same as the paper ink jet

printer, and therefore, there is no limit in using

colors and no need of color separation. In case

of the screen printing, the most widely used

printing method, the color separation and screen

framing are necessary for printing7). As the mass

customization trend is emerging, DTP and DTG

are the right tools in the textile printing

industry7). Moreover, these new technologies

have changed the design expression because

the textile designer were not restricted by color

numbers and color effects8). Overlaying textile

design expression became possible for print by

DTP, which is hard to express in the

conventional printing method. And fast and

economical production of DTP is another

advantage even the production quantity is very

small as one.

It is not easy to develop or simulate the

structural textile design without the professional

textile CAD system9). Some professional CAD

systems such as U4ia, EAT, Prima vision, have

been used to develop and simulate the woven

textile design9). However, these professional

CAD systems are very expensive and hard to be

accessed for the general students and

designers.

Photoshop is a program which has an

excellent graphic ability, however, was not

developed for the specific design purpose10).

Photoshop has been widely used in graphic area

because it is a mighty tool to express designer’s

intention compared to other graphic programs.

Although Photoshop is developed for general

graphic applications, it is possible to use

Photoshop’s function to develop the woven

textile design through several steps. In this

study, the structural design development process

using Photoshop program was tried. General

users and students can simulate the structural

design easily without buying expensive CAD

system by acquiring several steps in Photoshop.

The developed textile design can be produced

not only by weaving but also printing using DTP

or other means. The printed woven textile design

can provide cheaper textiles having texture of

yarn dyed and woven fabrics. In study, the

methods to develop and simulate the woven

structure of fabric were developed. Watercolor

effect addition was tried to give a variety of

colors because this designs are developed for

DTP print. This color variations are not possible

in case of weaving system because of the

limitation of the colored yarns and weaving

system.

Transfer DTP technology was used in this

study to transform the digital designs in the

computer to the printed textiles as real

commodities. Compared to the conventional DTP

involving reactive dyes as printing ink, Transfer

DTP uses the disperse dye and heat finishing11).

Transfer DTP does not require steaming process

as the conventional DTP does. The digital

designs were printed onto the transfer paper

and transferred to polyester fabrics by heating

presser11). Therefore, Transfer DTP enables a

fast production of digital textile designs and

does not require water in the production.

II. Method

1. The process adapting woven structural

effect using Photoshop
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The first step in making structural textile

design in Photoshop is making one repeat

woven structure. As shown in Figure 1, the 1

cm square was used as a basic unit for the

woven structure. The 1 cm square was defined

as pattern and the new canvas as the size of

woven one repeat in centimeter was opened. In

this case, 3 warp and 3 weft yarns were used

to express the right-handed twill. The new canvas

<Figure 1> Developing procedure of woven structure one repeat using Photoshop CS9).

was filled with grey color using paint bucket

tool. The anti-alias option should be not

checked to prevent the blurring effect of the

border. The twill woven structure was completed

and defined as a pattern.

To simulate the woven structure made of

colored warp and weft yarns, the multiple size

of the one repeat woven structure needed to be

open. The new canvas was filled with the defined
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one repeat woven pattern as shown in Figure 2.

The warp yarn colors were simulated using paint

bucket tool as shown in step 3 (Figure 2). The

same process was done to simulate the weft

yarn. The final color simulated textile design was

defined as a pattern and repeated in a big

canvas to see the simulated textile design. In

case the size of the final color simulated textile

design is too large to repeat in a big canvas,

<Figure 2> Developing procedure of woven colored pattern simulation using Photoshop CS9).

the image size should be reduced to the

adequate size for the pattern definition. This

method was very well explained my former

publication9).

2. Watercolor effect expression using

Adobe Photoshop

Watercolor overlapping effect can be expressed
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using an airbrush tool in Photoshop. Various

overlapping can be performed by controlling the

opacity of the airbrush and brush type. As in

the real watercolor painting, the different colors

were overlapped several times with low opacities

(Figure 3). The look of distance can also be

expressed using this technique.

<Figure 3> Watercolor effect expression using

Photoshop airbrush tool

3. Combining woven structural effect and
watercolor effects

To combine both watercolor effect and woven

texture, the following process was tried in this

study (Figure 4); First, the one repeat woven

structure was defined as pattern. The houndstooth

woven structure was used in this case. Secondly,

the large canvas as the size of the multiple of

the woven structure one repeat was opened.

One new alpha channel was generated and filled

with the houndstooth woven pattern. Thirdly, the

layers were designed. The part layers can be

selected as the woven hounds tooth pattern by

using the pattern in the alpha 1 channel. By

controlling the selection area using alpha channel

and various other tools, the part of the layers

were colored by the airbrush to create water

color overlapping effect. The final design having

houndstooth woven texture and watercolor effects

were saved and defined as a pattern. To see

the simulation, the design was repeated several

times in a large canvas as shown in Figure 4.

4. Developing colorways

It is not possible to develop colorways by

changing one color at a time in this type of

design having multicolor expression. It would be

better to use “Adjustment” function of color in

Photoshop program. To develop a colorway, a

copy of the original textile design by duplicating

the original file. Many options in “Adjustment”

function can be used, however, “hue/saturation”

function was used in this study to develop

colorways. By changing knob in the hue option

box, all colors in the design changed simultaneously.

The optimal color change which would not break

colorway rules could be adopted. Two colorways

of the original textile design having watercolor

effect and woven texture were developed as

shown in Figure 5.
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<Figure 4> Developing procedure of textile design having both watercolor effect and woven texture.
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<Figure 5> Developing colorways of the original

design using Photoshop adjustment functions.

5. Producing the developed textile design

using transfer digital textile printer (DTP)

Four textile designs having watercolor effect

and wovon texture were developed and one of

them was colorwayed. All six textile design

samples were produced to the printed fabrics by

adapting transfer textile printing. Mutoh-RJ-8000

Tranfer DTP printer manufactured by Yuhan-

Kimberly was used for printing and RTX3 Heat

presser (drum type) was used for heat transfer

process. Polyester 100% (suede type) fabrics

were used as printing media.

III. Results and Discussion

1. Developing textile design having watercolor

effect and woven texture.

The following textile designs were developed

by using Photoshop function as explained in

method. The textile designs shown in Figure 6

used a plain weave as the woven structure. The

plain weave was filled in the alpha channel and

the trees were designed in the layers. The plain

weave was selected for airbrush coloring using

alpha channel. To get the watercolor effect and

woven texture simultaneously, the coloring was

done only when the plain weave was selected.

The selection area and coloring were repeated

several times until the satisfactory results was

gotten.

The first textile design on the top left in

Figure 6 represents a gloomy winter sky before

snow. The airbrush tool was adequate to

express the sullen blue colors by mixing many

pale dark blues and grey colors. The woven

texture added for the haziness of the landscape

which was the intend of the designer.

The second textile design on the top right in
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Figure 6 represents the time of sunrise in winter

of the cold rural area. The vividness of the

sunrise over the black woods was well

expressed by overcoloring red and orange colors

using airbrush. The dark sky was also expressed

by overcoloring black and grey colors using

airbrush. The woven texture added the richness

of the landscape.

The third textile design on the bottom of

Figure 6 represents the time of sunset in winter

of the same area as explained in the above.

The many colors shown in sunset were well

mingled by airbrush tool. The sky is getting

darker but still shows the blue color. The

transition from dark blue to purple and orange

colors was well accomplished. Black was also

overlapped to express the sunset atmosphere

over the canvas using airbrush. The woven

texture also adds the richness and roughness of

the landscape. Therefore, the textile designs

having watercolor effect and woven texture

could satisfy the designer’s intention to the

canvas as shown in Figure 6. This type of

designs would be good for the textile materials

such as chiffon and transparent fabric.

2. Colorways developed by Photoshop

The original design having the houndstooth

woven texture and water color effect was

developed as shown in Figure 7. The original

design used mainly blue colors combining with

green, purple, and yellow colors. In this case, it

was impossible to change colors one by one

because the design was made of thousands of

color pixels. Therefore, Photoshop function was

used as explained in the method section.

The first colorway was done by changing “hue”

of the color pixel. The color of the original

textile design changed simultaneous when

controlling the hue of the main color. The most

adequate color was chosen to get the similar

value and saturation levels of the original design

to satisfy the colorway rule. The same process

was applied for the second colorway, which is

expressed orange theme mainly. The successful

colorways were done using the Photoshop

“Adjustment” function.

3. DTP printing of the developed textile

designs

Figure 8 shows the printed textiles of the

developed designs using transfer DTP. The

printed design tended to look lighter and two

reasons can be speculated for that. One is the

print medium and the other is print ink. The

polyester fabric has a property reflect light in a

large quantity12), and therefore, many white light

reflections on the surface of the fabric resulted

in the lighter look. The printed designs showed

a little different color compared to the digital

design on the computer. The first design of

hazy winter morning landscape shows paler and

lighter colors compared to those of the digital

version. The red colors in the sunrise landscape

design tended to look as the orange colors. The

third sunset landscape design showed the

various colors more vivid and brighter. Therefore,

the sample printing would be required to

maintain the color integrity. And designers using

this type of printing technique needed to remind

that all colors tended to look lighter.

Figure 9 shows the original design and

colorways were printed on polyester fabric using

transfer DTP. All three printed textile designs

showed the brighter looks than the digital

designs on computer screen. The digital designs

were quickly transformed into the textile product

without having complicated production process

by transfer DTP. And the product qualities were

satisfactory enough to produce as commodities.
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<Figure 6> The textile designs developed by Photoshop showing
watercolor overlapping expression and woven texture.

<Figure 7> The original textile design and its colorways developed by Photoshop

<Figure 8> Transfer DTP printed textile designs.

<Figure 9> Transfer DTP printed textile design colorways.
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IV. Conclusion

The textile designs having watercolor effects

and woven texture were developed successfully

and printed onto textiles by transfer DTP. The

following conclusions were made;

1. It is possible to develop textile designs

watercolor overlaying effect by using airbrush

tool in Photoshop. This enables the mixed color

expression which can be shown in the

watercolor painting.

2. Without the professional textile CAD system,

it is possible to develop woven one repeat and

color simulations of weaving structure. With this

method, the woven texture can also be applied

to the general graphic design.

3. Transfer DTP turned out to be a good tool

to produce the textile designs having watercolor

effects and woven texture to the textile prints.

Color expression and woven texture were

expressed well in the printed textiles. However,

all textile designs tended to be printed little

brighter than the paper printouts. The sample

printing may be required in case of color

sensitive design.

4. Colorways can also be manipulated by

using Photoshop functions and various colorway

designs were printed by transfer DTP.
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